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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Leela Thai from Los Angeles. Currently, there are 16
dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Leela Thai:
separate vegan menu. we tried the spicy fried rice, yellow curry, pad see ew, spicy spaghetti and the sauteed

green bean. everything was good, but ai would have preferred it a little spicy. read more. What User doesn't like
about Leela Thai:

my fault. order roher garnelensalat. I think cooked, just not baked. no, raw. sing back, asked if they could cook
the garnels. came back 1/2 cooked. still too raw. good. I have the sampler. the fried noodles that were ordered

for enkel were good. how sweets eat. cruel and sweet. read more. The visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets
a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Leela Thai from Los Angeles, with its unconventional
Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of what you know meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, Dishes from

Thailand are prepared here with the popular spices and (fish-) sauces. Not to be overlooked is also the
comprehensive variety of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, and you can look forward to the delicious

classic seafood cuisine.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Mea� dishe�
YELLOW CURRY

Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

Chicke� dishe�
BBQ CHICKEN

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Currie�
PANANG CURRY

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

BBQ

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

CHICKEN

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

NOODLES

SPAGHETTI

SOUP
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